CLOTHES SWAP

WHO, WHEN, WHERE
Begin by picking your date, time and location for the clothes swap, perhaps a room on campus. Make sure you have permission to set up your clothes swap there! You could ask local shops to borrow clothing racks and hangers for the day too!

INVITES
Tell friends, other students and teachers about your event, with posters on shared notice boards, flyers around campus, emails or in person. Ask them to clear out their wardrobes from home and/or their student accommodation and donate those items to the swap!

PREPARING
Collect clothing and accessories from students at a designated drop off location, and sort through the items, hanging everything up and arranging tables with accessories.

HOSTING
Make sure you turn up on time to set up your clothes swap and decorate with HPA bunting. Charge an entry fee of £1, and then set purchase price per item (£1 or £2 is a good place to start!) Play music from a speaker or the rooms system if you have access.

DONATIONS
After your event send the donations to HPA via our website, or contact us and we can arrange an alternative method. Let everyone who came along and donated know you’re grateful they did so, and tell people how much you all managed to raise!